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“I just love Jacques Tati, in
fact, I put a subtle tribute
to him in nearly all of my
films - red pipes - from ‘Mon
Oncle’ it is my way of saying:
thank you M.Hulot.”
DAVID LYNCH
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bouloi &calliope media
directed by Pierre-André Boutang
produced by Films du Bouloi running
time: 52’ shot on 16:9 DigiBeta

GERARD DEPARDiEU
AN ACTOR FOR ALL SEASONS
With Going Places
(Les Valseuses) Gérard
Depardieu introduced
in 1974 a new kind
of acting on the silver
screen: totally relaxed,
a different body, a
different voice, a new
way of being.

When most of the filming for the documentary
Soweto Strings had been completed, director Mark
Kidel recorded a very successful concert at Cité
de la Musique in Paris with the Buskaid Soweto
String Ensemble which is an excellent companion
piece to the documentary, showing off the African
musicians and dancers at their best. The music
ranges from Grieg to Rameau, Bartók and Mozart
and to evergreens such as Fever and Georgia as well
as a selection of traditional Kwela pieces arranged
by the group.

directed by Mark Kidel produced by
Calliope Media running time: ca.70’
shot on 16:9 DigiBeta

200 films later he is considered one of the few
European superstars of the movie industry. He won
two Césars for Best Actor in Truffaut’s The Last
Metro and Jean-Paul Rappeneau’s Cyrano de Bergerac,
a Golden Globe Award for Peter Weir’s Green
Card and an Honorary Golden Lion at the Venice
Film Festival 1997 for his career achievements. He
has also been active as a director and producer
with success. His Napoleon in Les Miserables is
unforgettable.
Fame, money, rubbing shoulders with the great
and the good, curiosity and insatiable appetite for
adventure, a deep friendship with Fidel Castro and
an unforgettable Berlioz in last year’s Lelio at the
Salzburg Festival are a few of the characteristics of
this bon vivant.
Pierre-André Boutang has been following
Depardieu’s career on and off for years, filming
him in New York during the shoot of Green Card,
working with Bertrand Blier on various movies,
shooting Cyrano and rehearsing a play which he

eventually did not appear in. The director was also
around when Depardieu travelled to Calcutta to
meet Satyajit Ray or at his castle in Touraine where
the actor turned into a wine maker.
Depardieu is a strong character, and this is why
he can be Obelix but at the same time he can be
extremely sensitive when he plays in Marguerite
Duras’ The Lorry (Le Camion) or reads to a large
audience in Notre Dame de Paris passages from
the Confessiones by Saint Augustin. A life full of
surprises and challenges, a life which as Boutang
rightly says, no writer would have the imagination to
invent as all of it is simply too much!
An interview filmed earlier this year in his own
Paris restaurant reveals also the darker sides of his
character. Depardieu remembers his childhood in
an earlier and very revealing interview with Bernard
Pivot, and his teacher Jean-Laurent Cochet talks
about the raw material he began to work on when
Depardieu joined his class. Depardieu recalls also
how he first met with polite refusal as he was not
considered pretty enough for the taste of the time
and ends with a witty assessment of his appreciation
by the general public.
Obviously the profile will be rounded off by
using clips from Depardieu’s most important films
and TV appearances in order to create the picture
of a man and artist who has put his stamp on his
time while defiantly surfing between show business,
art, commerce and politics.

THE BUSKAiD
SOWETO STRiNG
ENSEMBLE iN CONCERT
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PROUST
or

THE HEART’S INTERMiSSiONS

Marcel Proust’s Remembrance of Times Past
breaks with chronological narrative, the writer
focused on the memories of the narrator, a sensitive
young man from a bourgeois Parisian family who
yearns to become a writer. Long distracted from
his goal by worldly temptations, the experience
of illness and the ordeals of the 1914 – 1918 war
open his eyes to the vanity of things. He is now
in a position to become a writer and set his lost
world down on paper. In his novel, constructed
according to a musical outline and an interplay of
poetic associations, Marcel Proust sought to grasp
the truth of the soul, life in motion ordered by
nothing other than the fluctuations of the narrator’s
affective memory. In an almost impressionistic way,
his narrative combines souvenirs, places revisited,
comments on art, reflections on love and jealousy
and questions on existence and time.
Beyond this introspective approach, Marcel
Proust painted the merciless portrait of the
bourgeoisie and aristocracy during the Belle
Epoque. He questioned the motives of social
advancement through a world populated by
archetypal characters both fictitious and inspired
by the milieus he frequented. The complexity of In
Search of Lost Time opened the era of the modern

novel. In 1974, Roland Petit was the first to propose
a choreographic adaptation of the novel, ahead
of the first cinematographic transpositions. First
performed in Monte Carlo by the Marseille Ballet,
Les Intermittences du Coeur soon toured the world.
It was finally performed at the Palais Garnier in
December 1988. After Goethe, Mérimée and Hugo,
the choreographer continued his exploration of
major texts. He has remained loyal to his belief
that literature contains “the most beautiful ballet
stories that one can imagine”. Even so, his intention
here was not to make a faithful adaptation of the
novel. Instead, he preferred to capture its flavour
and convey, through a few selected tableaux, the
narrator’s incessant fluctuations between happiness
and torment.
For the music, the choreographer has followed
the testimony of Céleste Albaret, Proust’s governess
and confidante who, in her book, Monsieur Proust,
evoked the composers who played a decisive role in
her master’s life.
Roland Petit chose pieces of music from the
following composers: Beethoven, Debussy, Fauré,
Franck, Hahn, Saint-Saëns and Wagner.

PROUST or
THE HEART’S
INTERMiSSiONS
MAIN CAST
Albertine Eleonora Abbagnato
Proust Jeune Hervé Moreau
Morel Stéphane Buillon
Monsieur de Charlus Manuel Legris
Saint-Loup Mathieu Ganio

directed by Vincent Bataillon
produced by Telmondis, Bel Air
Media and Opéra national de Paris
in association with FR2 running time:
102’ recorded in HDTV with 5.1
Surround Sound

CiNDERELLA
GOES
HOLLYWOOD

photo © E. Bartolucci

Following the success of Balanchine Forever, the
extra feature to go with Jewels on the Opus Arte
DVD release, we thought it worth while to also
provide an introductory programme to Nurejev’s
Cinderella, recorded at Palais Garnier last year.
Luckily set designer Petrika Ionesco was at hand
to tell the story of how he and Nurejev came to
translocate the ballet and turn the good fairy into
a powerful Hollywood producer. Paris Opera ballet
director Brigitte Lefèvre and her star dancers talk
about the ingenious choreography and the many
references to Nurejev’s favourite movies.
Plenty of clips from the ballet prove their point.

directed by Reiner E. Moritz
produced by RM Creative running
time: 57’ shot on 16:9 DigiBeta
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TANNHÄUSER
After Nikolaus
Lehnhoff’s great
success with
Parsifal, Lohengrin
and Tristan und
Isolde this is his
highly acclaimed
Tannhäuser,
coproduced with De
Nederlandse Opera
and Festspielhaus
Baden-Baden.
The DVD will be released by Arthaus Musik, and
Poorhouse International is proud to be entrusted
with world wide television distribution.
Richard Wagner was on his way back from Paris
in Spring 1842 when he passed the Wartburg which
inspired him to write his Tannhäuser Drama. He
had already begun to think about this plot when he
got interested in the folktale of Tannhäuser in Paris.
Naturally he had also read his E. T. A. Hoffmann,
Ludwig Tieck, Novalis and knew Heine’s satirical
Tannhäuser poem. The figure of this revolutionary
artist Tannhäuser appealed to him as he shared
Tannhäuser’s craving for things more modern and
also society’s refusal to go along with his innovative
music.

“In short, Waltraud
Meier is a star”.
DIETRICH MACK

The libretto was quickly finished, and in October
1845 Wagner, now court conductor in Dresden,
had his eagerly expected premiere. The public was
rather enthusiastic, the press mixed.
In March 1861 a revised version, the so called
Paris version, caused the famous scandal when part
of the aristocracy, the members of the Jockey Club,
sabotaged the performances and caused Wagner to
withdraw the opera. This was to a large extend seen
as a demonstration against Princess Metternich,
Wagner’s powerful patron who also persuaded
Napoleon III. to command the Paris production.
Nikolaus Lehnhoff’s production, first seen
in Amsterdam and now recorded at BadenBaden, is based on this Paris version with an
extended Venusberg and a ballet very surprisingly
choreographed by Amir Hosseinpour and Jonathan
Lunn. The minimalist staging and Raimund Bauer’s
ingenious sets make this a Tannhäuser for our time.
The cast as always with Lehnhoff has nothing to
match these days.
This is what the director has to say about his
perception of Tannhäuser:
“Tannhäuser is a man in search or the meaning
of life, a Faustian character, an everyman. He looks
for meaning in incompatible worlds. In his travels
through time and space he always transforms one
form of being into the other, a voyage in time
that of necessity ends in avoid. Tannhäuser always
appears at the wrong time and in the wrong place.
He is in search, wandering around without a home,
without solid ground under his feet. He is the
prototype of the uncompromising contemporary
driven by a longing to die.
Venusberg, Wartburg and Rome are the three
significant places in this opera. Tannhäuser moves
between those different worlds, turns around in
circles and looks for salvation from this unending
loop by death. The world appears to him like
a continuously turning spiral whether he is in
an erotic dream, in the social-political life or in
nowhere-land.
In Tannhäuser’s view the essence of love is
destroyed through the separation of the spiritual
and the sensual Eros. Tannhäuser’s outburst at the
end of the song contest, “Move to the Venusberg”
is an unequivocal pleading for an erotic and social
freedom which he pays dearly. It means separation
from Elisabeth who has to remain where she is and
for whom the hall, the dream she was longing for,
becomes hell.

TANNHÄUSER
Conductor Philippe Jordan
Director Nikolaus Lehnhoff
Sets Raimund Bauer
Costumes Andrea Schmidt-Futterer
Choreographer Amir Hosseinpour

and Jonathan Lunn
Festspielhaus-Chor
Baden-Baden
Deutsches Symphonie Orchester Berlin
Elisabeth Camilla Nylund
Venus Waltraud Meier
Tannhäuser Robert Gambill
Landgraf Stephen Milling
Wolfram von Eschenbach Roman Trekel
TV Director

Patrick Buttmann

Running Time: ca. 240’

Tannhäuser is the classic case of an existential
outlaw who is perceived by society as provocation
and menace. Contrary to the soul searcher Parsifal,
Tannhäuser remains arrogant and uncompromising
in his life’s path until he finally falls into a void and
bleeds to death inside himself.”
A 55-minute introductory documentary
by Reiner E. Moritz entitled Tännhauser The
Revolutionary will also be available.
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“An authentic
Tannhäuser”.

STUTTGARTER ZEITUNG 28.7.2008

“There is no
crisis of Wagner
Singers”.
FAZ 24.7.2008

“Baden-Baden
successfully
attacks
Bayreuth with
Tannhäuser ...
a noble feast of
voices ...”
FAZ 27.07.2008

“The Deutsches Symphonie
orchester Berlin outdid
itself under Philippe Jordan
... Camilla Nylund excelled
as the chased Elisabeth,
and Mrs Meier, a musician
with deep reserves of force
and a gift for madness, was
the perfect Venus”.
NEW YORK TIMES, 30.7.2008

“This venue does not need
seductive gestures: Meier’s
magic is grounded in the
vocal intensity of a mature
knowing woman.”
TAGESSPIEGEL 27.7.2008

“Waltraud Meier’s Venus
beckons with endless
colours in the piano regions
... Philippe Jordan bridges
opulence and aesthetic”.
DIE WELT 30.6.2008
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LEONARDO BY HiMSELF
all potential human work not yet conceived or
The documentary series
EPiSODE 1
carried out by men. In the last 40 years of his life,
Leonardo spent his childhood with his grandfather
Leonardo by Himself is the
he believed that in order to benefit mankind it was
Antonio in the Anchiano countryside, near Vinci.
possible and necessary to exercise all the different
He was taken away from his mother Caterina, a
result of my years in Italy
professions at the same time. “I never get tired of
woman of a very peculiar origin. He freely explored
serving my fellow men and I am never satisfied of
and France, where I could
the natural environment surrounding him. He
bestowing benefits upon them”.
soon discovered the myriad of living creatures
study manuscripts, original
He expressed his secret spiritual life in
that he admired and learned to love. When he
numerous meditations and prayers addressed to
drawings and all art works of
turned 17, his father took him to Florence, the
God as the Creator, letting know mankind how
main artistic and humanistic centre of Italy.Young
the “Vinciano Master”, that
thankful we should be for the countless gifts
Leonardo is not accepted in the Platonic Academy
contained in Nature.
where preserved in galleries
because he is considered to be an “illiterate man”, a
disqualification he rejected insisting that Nature was
of paintings, museums and
his only master. He is accused of sodomy although
ViTTORiO Di GiROLAMO
collections. The title of this
he was later declared innocent. This episode
Screenwriter and Director
deepened his inclination for a solitary life dedicated
documentary series relates to
entirely to research and invention. He surpasses his
Thanks to the reputation of the screenwriter
master Verrocchio in the art of painting. He creates
the purpose of narrating and
and director it was possible to obtain special
three paintings inspired by religious subjects.
permits to shoot in all Museums and Galleries
illustrating the personal life
where the original work of Leonardo da Vinci
is preserved. With the help of highly sensitive
of Leonardo da Vinci through
EPiSODE 2
electronic cameras, it was possible to take full
the places where he lived and
Leonardo arrives in Milan invited by the Duke
advantage of natural light, without affecting the
Ludovico Sforza. He practices several different
created all his original work, as original colors. This exclusive privilege allowed
trades, declaring himself to be an architect, an
the author to analyze the thoughts and reflections
well as reading and analyzing
engineer, a sculptor, a painter and a geographer.
of the Master in front of his own work. The
As a self-taught person, he studies anatomy and
characters
of
his
mother
Caterina,
of
Leonardo
his writings, drawings and
develops inventions on human flight, along with
as a child, teenager and adult, were not created
paintings from a particular
designing machines, theatrical scenery, costumes
by professional actors, as the director wanted to
and parties requested by his master. He paints
move
closer
to
the
characterization
rather
than
any
point of view.
two revolutionary masterpieces: “Madonna of the
interpretation.
The series has been especially created for
young people. Therefore the narrative language is
simple and straightforward, in order to enhance the
interest and understanding of that particular target
audience in Leonardo’s artistic heritage.
In my 50 years of Academic work, I have
preferred to teach Culture’s History by introducing
the young people to the lives of eminent artists as
well as illustrating their work in order to generate
the desire to emulate them with a similar effort
and enthusiasm. The example of Leonardo da Vinci’s
life is illustrated by his personal principle, which
he put forward in the following terms: “Stubborn
rigorousness, focused rigorousness”, or in the
original language “Ostinato rigore, destinato rigore”.
In this documentary series, I wanted to present
the artist who, since his adolescence, chose to live
his life in absolute solitude, without ever submitting
to the teachings of others or to the dominant
aesthetic theories of his time. He thought of himself
as disciple of Nature, where nothing is missing and
nothing is superfluous. In Nature, he thought, is
where we can find the ideas and suggestions for

The series was filmed in 720p HD TV in NTSC
and PAL formats for all continents. The original
language is Spanish. However versions in English and
French are available with voice over translation.

Rocks” and “The Dining Hall in which Jesus Christ
celebrated the Last Supper with his Disciples”.
These mark the beginning of painting which
captures the moment of physical or spiritual action

Poorhouseinternational
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EPiSODE 3

Due to the outbreak of a plague in Milan, Leonardo
draws sketches of an organic city, inspired by blood
circulation and organized in channels and streets
at different levels so as to ensure the welfare of its
inhabitants and the fluidity of the network of roads.
He goes to Venice, as a military engineer to design
weapons and means of defence against the Turkish
invasion. He invents and tests all these weapons but
then removes them because he thinks that since
they were secret, the enemy had no defence against
them. Then he leaves Venice because he gets called
by Cesar Borgia, who appoints him as his military
architect and engineer, entrusting him with full
power. He again invents new weapons but doesn’t
produce them because he has designed them “as a
means of defence against tyranny, not as a means of
supporting it”.

He accompanies the Medici Pope Leo X to Bologna
where the Pontiff meets the French King Francis
I. When the French monarch meets Leonardo
he proposes to appoint him as Royal architect
and painter, inviting him to settle at the town of
Amboise on the Loire river. Leonardo accepts and
moves to France, crossing the Alps accompanied
by his students. In the small Cloux Castle donated
by the Queen mother, Bona di Savoia, Leonardo
spends the last years of his life, putting in order his
numerous and various manuscripts and drawings.
Despite losing sight of one eye and having his right
hand paralyzed, he manages to carry out some
projects for the King such as the great staircase of
the castle of Chambord, various theatrical pageants
and the urban planning of the city of Romorantin.
Near his death he asks to be buried at the church
of St. Florentin, in memory of his beloved Florence.
One of his last prayers is, “I hereby thank you Lord,
for the love that I owe you and because you can
shorten or lengthen the lives of men.”

written, directed and presendted by
Vittorio di Girolamo produced by
D+D Productions, Escondida Mine,
National Television Council of Chile
and Mustakis Foundation executive
producers Sebastian di Girolamo,
D+D Productions co-produced
by Alex Brown and Sebastian di
Girolamo photography and camera
Hector Rios and Alejandro Moya
music Franco Bonino edited by
Alonso Oyarzún - Vértice 3 running
time: 5 x 50’ Shot on HD

EPiSODE 4

He leaves Cesar Borgia and goes back to Florence.
The city is no longer ruled by the Medici or by any
other family, having become a republic again. There,
the successful Michelangelo lives, an artist who
had become renowned among the connoisseurs.
Florentine authorities at once seek to take
advantage of the presence in the city of two such
great geniuses and commission from them the
creation of two murals based on themes related to
war. Leonardo starts working on his own mural, but
after a while he destroys it, using the wrong drying
technique. He doesn’t care about losing that piece,
because his main interest lies in developing human
flight. It was then when he writes a treaty on the
flight of birds, prepares a project for channelling
the Arno River, makes a proposal for lifting the
Florentine Baptistery to restore its original base
and paints two magnificent works: “Saint Anne”
and “La Gioconda”. Then he goes to Rome where
both Michelangelo and Raphael are active. However
Leonardo is not commissioned to create any new
works there. The Roman clergy is offended by his
study of anatomy at Santo Spirito’s Hospital, to the
point that they ban him from further access to the
premises.
Caterina, Leonardo’s mother

Poorhouseinternational
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thomas grimm

PiNOCCHiO’S
ADVENTURES
Sooner or later somebody
had to pick up this world
famous story of which
many film versions exist
and turn it into an opera.

Jonathan Dove had already made himself a name in
opera, not least with his successful airport comedy
Flight at Glyndebourne. His librettist Alasdair
Middleton also has a lot of theatrical experience.
Together they set out to Collodi in 2002 to better
understand the spirit of this fairy tale at the ‘Parco
di Pinocchio’. They came away with a concept and
soon after clinched a commission from Opera
North in Leeds which was later joined by Sadler’s
Wells in London and the Theatre in Chemnitz,
Germany.
Dove and Middleton delivered a brilliant piece of
entertainment for young and old which will make its

Opera by Jonathan Dove

way around the world like Engelbert Humperdinck’s
Hansel and Gretel. And indeed Jonathan Dove has a
lot going for himself: “Community work keeps my
feet on the ground and in touch with the music
in people’s heads. There are musical ideas and a
musical vocabulary we can all share’. Dove knows
how to tell a story. Critics have compared him
to the American minimalists and John Adams in

particular. Dove is flattered, as the Evening Standard
says, but draws a distinction: “Adams is the most
exciting composer alive today, but to me his works are
more like Oratorios. Having grown up in the Theatre I
want to see people sing to each other, and respond. And
on the whole I have been lucky: what pleases me seems
to please a lot of other people too!”

“Jonathan Dove’s The Adventures of Pinocchio is the
most acclaimed new opera in years.”
The Evening Standard

PiNOCCHiO’S
ADVENTURES
Music Jonathan Dove
Libretto Alasdair Middleton

based on a novel by Carlo Collodi
Conductor David Parry
Stage Director Martin Duncan
Sets and Costumes Francis O’Connor
Pinocchio Victoria Simmonds
Geppetto Jonathan Summers
The Blue Fairy Mary Plazas
Cricket/Parrot Rebecca Bottone
Puppeteer/Ape-Judge/Ringmaster

Graeme Broadbent
Lampwick Allan Clayton
Cat Mark Wilde
TV Director Thomas Grimm
Running Time: 150’
HD with 5.1 Surround Sound
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Opus Arte

TAMERLANO
After LUISA
FERNANDA with
an unforgettable
Plácido Domingo PHI
is very pleased to
distribute Teatro Real’s
TAMERLANO, also
recorded by Opus Arte.

In the winter 1718/19 interested members of
the nobility under the patronage of the King began
to think about a way to establish Italian opera in
London on a long-term basis. Subscription was the

answer and for a contribution of 200 pounds you
were entitled to permanent tickets at the King’s
Theatre. This enterprise was known as the Royal
Academy of Music. Handel was despatched to the
continent to contract the best singers he could
find and for a period of time the operatic centre
of the world shifted to London. In the 1724/25
season Handel created three masterpieces for this
new venture: Giulio Cesare in Egitto, Tamerlano and
Rodelinda. For Tamerlano he engaged Francesco
Borosini who was the first great Italian tenor to
visit London. He created the part of the hero
Bajazet. This was pretty unusual casting in the
heyday of castrati and a chance for innuendo
that the press readily jumped at: “It is commonly
reported this Gentleman was never cut out for a
Singer”.
In the Teatro Real’s new production of this opera
ready for the Handel celebrations in 2009, Plácido
Domingo is Bajazet, a part he recently added to his
amazing repertoire of some 126 roles.

9

TAMERLANO
Conductor Paul McCreesh
Stage Director Graham Wick
Sets & Costumes Richard Hudson
Choreography Ron Howell
Tamerlano Monica Bacelli
Bajazet Plácido Domingo
Asteria Ingela Bohlin
Andronico Sara Mingardo
Irene Jennifer Holloway
Leone Luigi De Donato
TV Director

Angel Luis Ramirez
Running Time: approx 4 hours
HD with 5.1 Surround Sound

Poorhouseinternational
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MARCiA
HAYDEE
Marcia Haydée, the
exceptional dancer and one
of the greatest dramatic
ballerinas of the century,
presents herself in this
film in the great roles of
the history of ballet. Roles
which hardly any other
ballerina has managed to
interpret in such a unique
way. She inspired the
greatest choreographers of
her era such as John Cranko,
Maurice Béjart and John
Neumeier. Real masterpieces
of the history of dance
resulted from this prolific
co-operation.

directed by Jean Christophe Blavier
produced by moving-angel GmbH
running time: 45’ shot on HD,
available on 16:9 DigiBeta
The Film shows Marcia Haydée as ballet director,
choreographer and private person. The focus is on
Marcia as a great performer, her ways as expressive
dancer and as expressive interpreter of the most
diverse roles and characters. By means of clips
from various ballets, dances and films especially the
evolution of her expressive talents is born out. Her
past life is commented on by Marcia Haydée and
other contributors from a present day perspective.
In personal interviews an overall picture of the
artist and woman builds up like a mosaic. The
central setting in the film is the Teatro Municipal de
Santiago de Chile where Marcia has been working
as ballet director since 2004. This theatre opened its
doors 150 years ago. This jubilee is celebrated in a
large ballet gala.
The film focuses on her present life in Santiago
de Chile where she runs the company and on
her work with young dancers. She combines this
masterly with her life’s motto:

With this documentary she also fulfilled herself
a wish of long time to visit the barren Atacama
desert in the North of Chile. It is here that she
reflects on her life and sums up her career and her
expectations with ‘The best is still to come’. With
this message which shows the unbelievable energy,
the untamed will of this artist, the gate to the future
is opened, much to the delight of her pupils and
also to that of the many admirers from her own
generation.

“Das Schönste
kommt noch”
(The best is still to come!)

LES
BELLES
HiSTOiRES
WHEN THE BEACH BECAME FASHiONABLE

produced & directed by Dominik
Rimbault running time: 52’ on 16:9
DigiBeta

Nobody in his own right mind would go near the
sea to take a swim or get a suntan at the beginning
of the 19th century. There is even a story that a
boy got fined at Dieppe because he was swimming
in the Atlantic naked. All this changed with more
leisure time and later the hard fought for holidays.
France as so often was a trendsetter, and places like
Dieppe, Trouville, Cabourg, Biarritz, Saint-Tropez and
Nice became fashionable and very quickly attracted
foreigners as the famous Promenade des Anglais in
Nice reminds us.
Dominik Rimbault’s film retraces the evolution
of society seen from a beach point of view and its
democratisation through the arrival of the railroad.
Six-piece bathing suits mutated to the Bikini and
the mono. Hotels began to spring up and Casinos
opened their doors. Napoleon III. and Eugénie even
had a summer residence constructed right on the
beach of Biarritz, a sleepy little town before the
holiday boom.
Dominik Rimbault uses a collection of wonderful
postcards from the time, archive footage and
extensive filming to successfully bring across what
was the charm of this newly discovered past time.
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THE MAGNiFiCENT TATi
A new factual feature
celebrating the genius of
director and comedian
Jacques Tati. Presented in a
‘film within a film’ style this
piece will be the first English
language film made about this
beloved French auteur.
Famous throughout the world for his genius as a
comedian and daring film making methods Jacques
Tati made six films that redefined cinema. Utilizing
ideas from the silent film era and the vaudeville
stage he crated a genre of film that is timeless in its
modernity.
A young documentary film team is working
on a new film about the iconic comedian/director
Jacques Tati. The documentary is being funded by
an American television network and the European
production team receives a visit from their
American executive producer. The executive is
mixing his business trip to Paris with a family holiday
and brings along his young son to the meeting.
During the meeting the boy wanders off and
discovers that the archive is a lively artistic centre.
Musicians, illustrators, costumiers and film makers
all work at the archive and are happy to share with
the boy many artistic experiences.
Jacques Tati’s life and work is explored through
the documentary teams film clips and via the boys
encounters with the artists at the archive. The
themes of Jacques Tati’s life and work merge with
the plight of the documentary team and with the
experiences of the boy. From Jacques Tati’s early
days on the Vaudeville stage to his peak as France’s
most famous comedian and director to his eventual
commercial decline in the 1970s. Rare Interviews of
Jacques Tati himself and clips from all of Tati’s films,
personal photos and documents are used to tell
Tati’s story.
Jacques Tati was one of the world’s great cinema
legends turning everyday life into an art form. Tati
was that rarest of phenomenon in film making – an
auteur with extraordinary powers of observation
and an equally impressive ability to entertain. His

Oscar winning Les Vacance de M. Hulot (1953) and
Mon Oncle (1958) along with his classics Jour de Fete
(1947) and Playtime (1967) continue to entertain
and make audiences laugh at the sheer absurdity
of life. Sold out festivals of his films are a common
occurrence from Moscow to Los Angeles.
Tati’s innovations as a film maker and his
performance artistry still influence directors and
actors today ...
Steven Spielberg said “I made The Terminal with
Tati’s Playtime as a guide, the airport set is taken
right from Tati’s ultra modern film. Tom Hanks’
character was also shaped by Tati’s loveable M.
Hulot.”
David Lynch said “I just love Jacques Tati, in fact,
I put a subtle tribute to him in nearly all of my films
– red pipes - from Mon Oncle, it is my way of saying:
thank you M. Hulot.”
Johnny Depp said “Tati’s non verbal comedy is
masterful, he’s certainly influenced me more than
any other performer ”

“Tati’s non verbal
comedy is masterful,
he’s certainly
influenced me more
than any other
performer

directed by Michael House produced
by Sit Up Straight Productions in
association with the Tati Archives
and the Chapman University,
Orange, California running time:
120’ Shot on Super 16mm

completion April 2009

JOHNNY DEPP
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NEW PROGRAMMES
NOW AVAiLABLE FOR
DELiVERY
EUGENE & BERENiCE – PiONEERS
OF URBAN PHOTOGRAPHY
52’

PRiZES
ART:21- ART iN THE
TWENTY-FiRST CENTURY
WiNS PRESTiGiOUS 2007
PEABODY AWARD

Season Four of Art:21 - Art in the Twenty-First
Century has been honoured with a George Foster
Peabody Award - the premiere international prize
in electronic media - in the 67th Annual Peabody
Awards Competition.
The Art:21 series was recognized for providing
“a unique forum for the display, analysis and
appreciation of myriad forms of contemporary
visual art” by the University of Georgia’s Henry
W. Grady College of Journalism and Mass
Communication, which has administered the
Peabody Award program since its inception in
1940. The Season Four episode Protest, featuring
the contemporary artists Jenny Holzer, Alfredo Jaar,
An-My Lê, and Nancy Spero, was singled out for its
examination of the ways in which contemporary
artists picture and question war, express outrage,
and empathize with the suffering of others.

TRiSTAN UND iSOLDE

Czech Crystal for Tristan und Isolde in the
category Musical drama (opera, operetta, musical,
dance, ballet) The jury said: “We were deeply
impressed by the 2007 Glyndebourne Festival
staging of this Wagner masterpiece, staged by
Nicholas Lehnhoff as a “dramaturgy of light”. The
superb cast is led by Nina Stemme and Robert
Gambill and Thomas Grimm did a wonderful job
bringing the modernist, abstract production to the
screen. Last but not least, we were overwhelmed
by the masterful conducting of the great Czech
Maestro, Jiri Belohlavek”.

VERDi’S OBERTO
135’

MASCAGNi’S CAVALLERiA
RUSTiCANA

FAREWELL TO
PIERRE-ANDRE
BOUTANG

Son of the philosopher Pierre Boutang, PierreAndré caught the television bug early and left
one of France’s top schools, the Normale Sup, to
work in the media where he soon made a name as
contributor to great magazine type programmes,
invented Océanique for FR3, was one of the
founders of the Arte magazine Metropolis and
became a very well known film maker. During
a much looked forward to Summer holiday
after completing his portrait of Depardieu, he
succumbed to a heart attack while swimming off
Corsica. Pierre-André was a wonderful colleague
and friend, one of the best read people I ever met.
We started to work together when he gave up his
position of director of programmes at Arte France
and became an independent. He executive produced
Mao, A Chinese Tale and October 1917, co-directed
Jeanne Moreau and directed the profiles of Polanski
and Depardieu. He also oversaw the development of
Running on Empty. We will terribly miss him.

70’

LEONCAVALLO’S PAGLiACCi
80’

THE BROTHER
52’

NEUMEiER’S LA DAME AUX
CAMELiAS
165’

MAHLER: SYMPHONY No. 8
90’

MiPCOM 2008

During Mipcom Dr. Reiner Moritz will be at the
Marketplace, Stand H4.35 tel: +33 (0)4 9299 8596,
or at the apartment: Le Centre Croisette, 55 La
Croisette, 06400 Cannes, tel: +33 (0)4 9306 0962.
Dr. Reiner Moritz is available as a consultant to
producers and distributors at Mipcom on the Media
Stand Monday through Thursday from 10 to 11am.

PAQUiTO D’RiVERA

Paquito D’Rivera was recently awarded the
prestigious Frankfurt Music Prize 2008 and a
Grammy for Best Latin Jazz Album: Funk Tango - his
ninth Grammy award. Fluent in multiple musical
languages, Paquito D’Rivera has had an enormous
impact on American music across Latin, jazz and
classical genres.
He features in a rare encounter with Chano
Domínguez in the Opus Arte recording of Jazz at
the Latin Quarter which we represent.

Nurejev’s CiNDERELLA on DVD
PHI is very pleased that Opus Arte continues to
release programming distributed by us. Cinderella
and the extra feature Cinderella Goes Hollywood will
hit the market just in time for Christmas.
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